Cosmetic surgeon reveals how Posh and Becks
would look if they’d aged like ‘normal people’
With serious cash at their disposal, it’s little wonder that many celebrities seem to
age much slower than the rest of us – have you seen J Lo?
A cosmetic surgeon has revealed how some celebrities may have looked if they had
aged like ‘normal people’, meaning without the help of luxury skincare regimes and
treatments.
Harley Street cosmetic surgeon Dr Julian De Silva analysed their faces using his
Future Face program to show how they might have aged over the last 20 years if they
were more like the rest of us.
In particular, one of our favourite power couples – David and Victoria Beckham, have
certainly aged gracefully.
Victoria, aged 45, has the features of a younger woman after slowing down the
ageing process with thanks to luxury beauty treatments.
David meanwhile, is 44 but looks much younger due to have a pretty rigorous
skincare routine.
Pictures of the couple from 1999 were analysed and show how the pair may have
aged in more natural way.

Speaking about their slightly older-looking features, Dr De Silva of the Centre For
Advanced Facial Cosmetic & Plastic Surgery, said: ‘David and Victoria have handled
the ageing process brilliantly and both look years younger than their real ages.’
‘Victoria has a face age of 35, 10 years below her real age, while David looks eight
years younger.’
‘This is what the very best skincare and careful maintenance over two decades buys
you. By mid 40s you would expect to see fine lines around the eyes becoming more
pronounced and some deeper smile lines.’
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‘But there are few signs of motor wrinkles on Victoria’s brow – the first place they
start to show – or any crow’s feet around the eyes. There’s also no sign of nasolabial
lines around the mouth which usually start to form in the 30s.’

‘In your 40s lines start to appear around your upper lip and more wrinkles should
appear on your forehead. Victoria does have olive skin which is less prone to fine
lines but to have a complete lack of wrinkles would suggest that she has used some
form of injectable treatments over the past ten years, but it has been done subtly and
she looks incredibly good for 45, and could easily pass for mid-30s.’
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As for David, Dr De Silva said: ‘You would expect a man in his mid-40s to have lines
across the forehead but David is virtually wrinkle free here.’
‘David has remained incredibly fit but, nevertheless, you might expect a loosening of
the jawline and perhaps the first signs of jowls. There is nothing there again.’
They both look pretty great for their age!

